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Abstract
Wireless communication capabilities currently transform the automotive landscape. Short-range communication technologies enable a wide range of Information and Communication Technology (ICT) application for cars, drivers, and even
large-scale Internet of Things (IoT) applications. Many of such applications have complex requirements in particular
related to locality of data. Recently, the concept of the vehicular cloud has been proposed to address these issues, similar
to what is currently investigated in the scope of Mobile Edge Computing (MEC). Forming what we call micro clouds of
cars, we establish a virtual roadside infrastructure that can not only support other cars but also complex IoT applications.
In this paper, we focus on data management in such micro clouds, i.e., clusters of cars organized in a hierarchical manner.
Our micro clouds can provide services in their vicinity and together form macro clouds enabling more complex services
and spanning entire cities. We first present an algorithm to form micro clouds at a specific geographic location using
a map-based approach. Then, we develop data management services for such dynamic clusters. Concentrating on two
services, namely collect data for collecting sensor data from vehicles within the micro cloud and forwarding these (possibly
in aggregated form) to the macro cloud, and preserve data for keeping location-based data at the specified geo-location
by continuously handing data from cars leaving to such joining the cluster. Our evaluation results clearly demonstrate
the effectiveness of our approach including all the enhancements described in the paper.
Key words: Vehicular Cloud, Micro Cloud, Clustering, Virtual Roadside Infrastructure
1. Introduction
The automotive landscape currently transforms from
simple transportation into a complex Information and Communication Technology (ICT) system [15]. One of the main
reasons for this transformation are the wireless communication capabilities modern cars come equipped with. These
can be short-range technologies like Dedicated Short-Range
Communication (DSRC), Wireless LAN (WLAN), or cellular technologies like LTE (or in the near future 5G). The
most prominent use-case for such capabilities in vehicles
are safety applications. For example, every new car sold
in the European Union since April 2018 has to support
the eCall system. If an emergency occurs, eCall transmits,
among other information, the vehicles location, the time,
and the direction of travel to emergency services via a
cellular connection [18]. Due to this timely information,
the response time in case of an accident can be significantly
reduced. When it comes to applications using short-range
communication, the goal is to warn/inform other drivers in
the surroundings. Such capabilities are for example part
of the ETSI ITS-G5 standard in the form of Cooperative
Awareness Messages (CAM) [17].
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Beside safety applications, other Intelligent Transportation System (ITS) applications evolve focusing on traffic
efficiency and infotainment [45]. Examples include driving route assistance, weather forecasts based on sensor
information, or even multimedia streaming. While safety
applications usually only require the exchange of short messages within a small geographical range, other applications
will often rely on larger amounts of data for performing
more complex tasks or transmitting images or videos. Thus,
different communication and data management solutions
are required for different applications.
In order to enable large-scale ICT applications among
vehicles, novel concepts are needed for processing, storing,
and sharing data within the participating cars. This can be
done most efficiently by hierarchically organizing cars into
groups using vehicular cloud [19, 34] and clustering [47, 11]
concepts. In short, cars close to each other form small
clusters called micro clouds to enable cooperative processing
of data. Such micro clouds together form much larger citywide macro clouds, which are eventually connected to data
centers in the backend [28].
In this paper, we concentrate on the data management
in micro clouds. Conceptually, this is very similar to Mobile
Edge Computing (MEC), even though there are completely
novel challenges to be solved related to the cars’ mobility.
Micro clouds, i.e., clusters of cars, can be formed using both
parked cars [24] and moving cars [23] alike. Here, we focus
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on moving cars that form clusters at specific geographic
locations [27], extending and improving our recently proposed approach [23]. In contrast to other solutions in the
literature, our proposed clusters are not defined by cars being close to each other, but by cars being close to a certain
location, e.g., an intersection. By putting a cluster close to
the center of an intersection, we leverage direct line-of-sight
communication between Cluster Members (CMs) arriving
from multiple directions.
For determining the current cluster configuration, we
do not rely on complex distributed algorithms, but rather
exploit infrastructure such as an Access Point (AP) to perform the necessary calculations. This centralized approach
provides a holistic view of all the vehicles in the vicinity.
APs only need a small set of functionalities: receive/send
messages from/to nodes in their surroundings. In addition,
an AP may provide a direct link to the macro cloud and
to additional computational resources. To gather all necessary control information, the AP periodically receives
control information from all cars. Based on this, cars are
distributed into clusters and informed about their roles
(i.e., being Cluster Head (CH) or a CM).
Even more important is the actual data management
in such micro clouds. We developed two such services
to demonstrate the roles micro clouds play as part of a
vehicular cloud. The first collect service is performing a
regular data upload from the micro to the macro cloud. Its
goal is to collect sensing and control data from the micro
cloud, similar to Floating Car Data (FCD), e.g., geographic
position, speed, direction, or temperature. Every CM sends
its current data to the CH, which then forwards it to the
macro cloud. The CH may also process and aggregate
received data to offload resources from the macro cloud
and the communication channel. The second preserve
service aims at keeping data within a geographical context.
Most of the data in vehicular networks is only relevant for
a particular region and for a period of time. Therefore,
there is no need to collect all data in the macro cloud. The
challenge is to preserve data even though the cluster will
change over time as cars join and leave. To achieve this,
the data in the micro cloud is replicated to ensure it exists
even after the originating car left.
Our main contributions can be summarized as follows:

networking. First, we discuss work related to vehicular
clouds to outline where our algorithm fits in the current
literature. Second, we discuss the concepts we built upon
for our clustering algorithms and applications; these are
mostly related to clustering in vehicular networks.
2.1. Vehicular Cloud and Mobile Edge Computing
The concept of the vehicular cloud has been coined in
the years 2012 and 2013 [19, 15, 41]. Generally, a vehicular cloud consists of a group of vehicles autonomously
working together to coordinate and provide services and resources [7]. Clouds in this context evolved from traditional
cloud computing concepts being investigated for vehicular
networks. As a result, as discussed by Whaiduzzaman
et al. [51], traditional cloud services (e.g., Storage as a Service, Computing as a Service) can be provided by vehicles.
When comparing these vehicular clouds to the definition
of traditional clouds [38], they are able to fulfill the essential characteristics (on-demand self-service, broad network
access, resource pooling, rapid elasticity, and measured service). Furthermore, vehicular clouds provide opportunities
for new services, e.g., Network as a Service or Cooperation
as a Service [51]. A unique feature all vehicular cloud approaches have in common is their inherent mobility, which
allows them to be versatile where and how to provide services but also makes these solutions more challenging due
to the dynamic topologies. Gerla [19] discussed the formation of mobile clouds by cars in order to provide locally
relevant services. These clouds should offload tasks from
the internet cloud, which they are better suited to process.
Similarly, Olariu et al. [41] exploit the mobility of vehicles
to form vehicular clouds and highlight this feature as a distinction from conventional cloud computing. Nevertheless,
parked cars may form a vehicular cloud and act similar to
a conventional cloud [3, 14]. Such stationary clouds exploit
unused resources from parked cars.
In contrast, MEC aims to move resources closer to
users, i.e., to the edge of a network. It first appeared
in the form of cloudlets aiming to place large amounts
of computational resources reachable via WLAN close to
end users [44]. Similarly, the concept of fog computing
aims to extend cloud computing by providing compute,
storage, and networking services at the edge of the cloud [5].
Such a platform should enable resource sharing while still
maintaining location awareness and low latency. The term
Mobile Edge Computing has been used, e.g., by ETSI to
describe an architecture enabling mobile edge applications
on top of virtual infrastructure close to or at the edge of
the network [29]. Such applications benefit from resources
closer to the users instead of a (potentially distant) cloud.
Concrete examples from ETSI include augmented reality,
improved video streaming, and connected cars [29]. Mach
and Becvar [37] categorize potential MEC applications into
three categories: consumer oriented services, operator and
third-party services, and network performance and QoE
improvement services.

1. We introduce a new concept for geo-assisted clustering based on map information. Micro clouds can
thus be located directly at relevant intersections to
optimize communication within the cluster.
2. We further propose and evaluate two key micro cloud
services to maintain data within the micro cloud or
to efficiently upload the data to the macro cloud or
a backend data center, respectively.
2. Related Work
The algorithms we propose in this work are related
to various concepts mostly from the domain of vehicular
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To bring MEC and vehicular clouds together, a hierarchy of micro and macro clouds was introduced by Higuchi
et al. [28]. While macro clouds aim to cover entire cities [2]
or even interconnect them [25], micro clouds are restricted
to smaller areas [19, 14]. Both types offer various services
to users of the cloud, drivers and non-drivers alike. As
outlined by Gerla [19], cars in a micro cloud may work
together to perform computationally intensive tasks. Thus,
micro clouds usually operate using local data and providing
services to users in the surroundings. Depending on how
such micro clouds are formed and the density of available
vehicles, they might not be able to provide all classical
cloud computing services outlined by NIST [38]. Therefore,
they could focus on specialized services exploiting their
mobility or services which are able to cope with the mobility issues. Macro clouds consist of multiple micro clouds,
potentially covering whole cities. Therefore, they can be
seen as a gateway to providing a much larger number of
services and in turn bringing them closer to fulfilling all
NIST cloud computing characteristics.
The architecture we present in this paper is based on
concepts from both MEC and vehicular clouds. We outline
how to form micro clouds at geographic locations and
present two mobile edge services for them. These services
show how such clouds provide information which is then
used to support useful services to consumers and operators
alike.

The algorithm is passive as the necessary information is
piggy-backed on to control messages. Crepaldi et al. [12]
proposed QuickSilver, an algorithm to support all kinds of
applications by combining node-centric and content-centric
communication. Similarly, Caballeros Morales et al. [8] developed a clustering solution based on the cars’ destination,
which leads to clusters traveling through the city instead
of staying at a fixed location.
In summary, it can be said that the most successful
clustering solutions build upon four steps [11]: First, cars
(or a coordinator) gather control data from all potential
CMs. Second, the current cluster configuration is generated
and cars are selected as either CH or CMs. Third, the
configuration is distributed to all cars. Finally, the cluster
is operational and data can be gathered by the CHs from
all CMs.
2.3. Data Management Services
Cars participating in vehicular networks provide capabilities comparable to mobile sensing due to their available
sensors and their inherent mobility. Initially, the focus of
mobile sensing was mainly on mobile phones, their applications, and the sensing scale [33]. Based on the categorization presented by Lane et al. [33], our proposed clustering
approach enables group sensing (close-by nodes exchange
sensor data) and community sensing (large number of participating nodes) applications.
A concrete example was proposed by Zhou et al. [52],
who use mobile phones to estimate traffic density. Their
approach does not require user interaction, but rather lets
the phones detect if they are on a public bus. This information is then combined with cellular signal strength to
estimate the position and measure the travel time. Sometimes, multiple nodes in close proximity need to perform
the same sensor task, although only one node is required.
Hemminki et al. [26] present a system where such close-by
nodes are clustered and only one CM needs to perform
the sensing. This is done based on control information
shared with a central backend. Overall, the goal of these
approaches is to exploit phone sensors while keeping energy
consumption low. This is not a key concern for vehicular
networks, which enables additional opportunities.
Based on our presented clustering concept, we propose
two data management services inspired by mobile sensing,
namely to collect data for further forwarding to the macro
cloud or a data center (in potentially aggregated form)
and to preserve data for providing a geo-coordinate-aware
distributed storage. Collecting data for safety purposes
has been investigated already by Raya et al. [43]. Their
main goal was not to reduce the load on the channel, but
rather to support secure aggregation. Another example
is the traffic information system by Ibrahim and Weigle
[30], which employs aggregation in dense traffic conditions.
Similarly, Taherkhani and Pierre [48] collect information
from cars before distributing safety messages. This is one
of the more complex architectures clearly differentiating
between congestion detection, cluster management, and

2.2. Clustering
Micro clouds can be formed by grouping cars based
on various parameters, a process commonly referred to as
clustering. Clustering is not unique to vehicular clouds,
but has been generally investigated in the scope of Mobile
Ad Hoc Networks (MANETs) [47] and later adapted for
vehicular networks [11].
Clustering algorithms are usually quite domain specific,
which particularly holds also for the vehicular use case.
Thus, different solutions have been designed for use in
freeway [4, 6, 31, 50] and urban [48, 49, 8, 27, 35] environments, respectively. While the traffic patterns on freeways
are rather simple (few chances to enter or exit), urban
environments are way more dynamic [39]. This results in
rapid network fragmentation so that clustering algorithms
often rely on additional infrastructure (e.g., Roadside Units
(RSUs) or cellular base stations) for coordination. Furthermore, intersections and other landmarks are helpful for
efficient clustering [36, 35]; cars close to these landmarks
may further experience better connectivity.
Looking at clustering approaches for vehicular networks,
many focus on safety applications [4, 48, 16] while others
take a more generic approach [12, 20, 50, 8]. Safety applications usually aim to send warning messages to cars in close
proximity (urban) [48, 16] or specifically to following cars
(freeway) [4]. The more generic clustering algorithms do not
rely on a certain application. Wang and Lin [50] propose a
clustering process based on location, velocity, and link lifetime, which aims to provide a constant bit-rate data traffic.
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ties are available. In this paper, we concentrate on two
concrete services, one supporting the macro cloud in collecting location-based data, and the other preserving data
locally in a micro cloud, e.g., aggregated traffic or parking
information.
Both services build upon a novel form of geographic
clustering, which we, in an early form, already outlined
in [23]. Our clusters include moving cars and form around
relevant locations in a city, especially around intersections.
The cluster coordination is done by an AP, making the algorithm more robust using this more centralized approach.
We choose this approach as APs are common in cities, especially if we consider 5G and its micro cells. Furthermore,
APs are able to acquire a holistic view of all cars in the
surroundings due to their coverage.

Data center

Macro cloud

P
Micro cloud
at junction

Micro cloud
at parking lot

3.1. Requirements
There are a number of building blocks our architecture
relies upon, all provided by participating cars and the AP:
Inter-Vehicle Communication (IVC): Every car needs
to be able to communicate with other cars in the vicinity.
This can be using an arbitrary Device-to-Device (D2D)
communication technology such as DSRC, WLAN, or LTED2D, etc. In the scope of this paper, we make use of the
IEEE 802.11p protocol.
Communication to Access Points: It should be possible
for every car to communicate with APs in the vicinity. This
can be done either by using the same technology as for IVC
or by relying on a dedicated communication channel, e.g.,
an LTE uplink connection. In this paper, we rely, similar
to IVC, on IEEE 802.11p for the communication with the
AP.
Geographic Positioning: The coordination of the cluster
relies on geographic position of all participating cars. Thus,
these cars need to be able to determine their geographic
location. For this, cars can make use of a Global Navigation Satellite System (GNSS) such as GPS, GLONASS, or
Galileo.
Connection to Macro Cloud : All micro clouds need to
have a communication channel to the macro cloud. While
this could be realized with a cellular connection from any
participating car, in our case, we assume a connection
from the AP. This connection can then be used to upload
the collected data (collect service) or request stored data
(preserve service).
Select Cluster Locations: Our clusters are to be formed
around relevant locations in a city. CH selection and successively cluster creation is based on these locations. We
recommend to center them at intersections to provide the
best possible connection quality between the CH and its
CMs. This has been further discussed by Higuchi et al.
[27].

Figure 1: Overview of the vehicular cloud architecture bringing
together local micro clouds, large-scale macro clouds, and back-end
data centers. The uplink from micro to macro cloud and to the data
center can be realized using different communication technologies.

congestion control. Landmarks have been first introduced
for solving routing problems. For example, Lee et al. [35]
establish connections between such landmarks to improve
connectivity. Lochert et al. [36] also use landmarks to
optimize RSU placement in a city. In our approach, we
make use of such RSUs to form micro clouds.
The proposed preserve service is closely related to Floating Content (FC). Again proposed for mobile phones, Ott
et al. [42] aim to keep data locally available. Based on
range and interest, nodes exchange FC without any central
coordination and try to keep the data alive. Still, there is
no way to recover lost data, which we deem essential for
urban vehicular networks and their changing densities. Ciocan et al. [10] evaluated this FC concept using connected
cars in urban environments. According to their results,
vehicles are able to preserve data, if the density is high
enough — independent of the size of the area of interest.
Nevertheless, they do not propose a recovery mechanism
for low density scenarios. Generally, FC is not limited to
urban scenarios, but can also be used on freeways, e.g., to
share alert messages. Based on such a scenario, Nakano
and Miyakita [40] investigated the effects of vehicle density
and opposite traffic on the success. Based on numerical
analysis, the authors conclude that these factors are very
important and it is not sufficient to assume constant traffic
volume and speed.
3. Architecture
Our proposed architecture aims to form micro clouds,
which provide services in conjunction with large-scale macro
clouds and back-end data centers. As shown in Figure 1,
multiple micro clouds form a macro cloud and connect
to a data center where further data processing capabili-

3.2. Geographic Clustering
As outlined by Cooper et al. [11], every clustering algorithm consists of a handful of generic core procedures
4

Algorithm 1 Selection of CHs
Input: J, set of all junctions.
Input: C, set of all cars within communication range of
the AP.
Input: D, set { djc | distance from junction j to car c }.
1: for j ∈ J do
2:
Create a list of cars ordered by distance to the junction j.
3:
First car in the list is a candidate CH of the cluster
at j.
4: end for
5: while Two junctions have the same candidate CH c
do
6:
Remove c from the junction with the larger distance.
7: end while
8: CH = empty map of all CHs as keys, and a list of
cluster members as value.
9: for j ∈ J do
10:
h = CH candidate for j.
11:
Add a new cluster to CH with h as a key and cluster
head.
12:
Remove h from C.
13: end for
14: for c ∈ C do
15:
–> Add c as a CM of the cluster at the junction j
whose distance djc is the smallest.
16: end for

Micro Cloud 1
Access Point
Micro Cloud 2

Figure 2: An example of two micro clouds formed using geographic
clustering. In principle, the car closes to the junction is CH. After
the CH is selected, other cars become CMs of their closest cluster.

to the car can keep it as a candidate CH. The other
cluster removes the car from its list of potential CHs
and selects the next closest car in the list as an
alternative candidate. This is repeated until every
cluster has a unique CH. Note that, if the number of
cars is smaller than the number of junctions, there
will be less clusters than junctions. After all CHs
have been selected, all remaining cars are assigned
to the clusters: every car is placed as a CM into the
cluster at its closest junction.
A car can be part of multiple clusters created by
different APs. This is not an issue, rather an opportunity: it can act as a gateway between two clusters
and provide cluster-spanning services. Similarly, a
single AP is able to coordinate multiple clusters. This
is useful if the covered area contains several potential cluster locations, e.g., an LTE eNodeB covering
multiple blocks.
3. Distribute Control Information: After the cluster
configurations have been calculated, the results are
distributed by means of a broadcast from the AP to
all cars. Upon receiving this information, the cars
update their cluster configuration according to their
role assignment.
4. Gather Data: This final step is to collect data from
clusters [11]. Our algorithm does not specify this
part, which is left to the specific services using the
cluster configuration.

regarding cluster formation and cluster maintenance. The
algorithm we propose follows these procedures and adapts
them to enable geographic clustering. Our map-based cluster solution consists of four steps, which we outline in the
following.
1. Gather Control Data: At a fixed interval, every car
broadcasts its current control information – which is
in turn received by all APs in communication range.
The control information includes, among others, the
car’s current position. Thus, standard CAMs can be
exploited for this purpose.
2. Create clusters: Based on the received information,
the APs calculate the best cluster configuration for
the next time interval. Our clustering algorithm
is outlined in Algorithm 1. Besides creating the
clusters, cars also get assigned their cluster roles (CH
or CM). Such a hierarchical structure can furthermore
be exploited by services running on top of the cluster.
At the beginning, a CH is selected for each cluster:
First, for every junction, APs collaboratively create
a list of potential CHs for each junction. The list is
initialized by all the cars within the communication
range of any of the APs, ordered by distance from
the junction. The car closest to a junction (i.e., the
first one in the list) is selected as a candidate CH
for the corresponding cluster. If a car is selected
candidate CH of two clusters, only the cluster closer

Although we select a CH, it is not essential for the
geographic clustering algorithm. We could just put all cars
as CMs into the cluster they are closest to without needing
any CHs. But, many services rely on a dedicated CH for
their operation. Examples include the collect service discussed in Section 3.3 or the algorithm proposed by Tung
et al. [49]. In both examples, the CHs are in charge of
communicating cluster information to the AP. To support
such services without any investment from their side, our
5
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geographic clustering algorithm selects a CH when calculating the clusters. Furthermore, selecting a CH close to the
intersection improves in-cluster communication between
CMs and their CH for two reasons: (1) the distance between them tends to be shorter and (2) cars approaching
the intersection will be in line-of-sight of the CH.
As long as a car is able to communicate with an AP,
it is part of at least one cluster. The maximum size of
such a cluster is limited by the transmission range of the
APs, as vehicles outside of this range do not receive any
cluster coordination information. If there is a gap between
two APs, cars in this region will not be part of any cluster.
Every car furthermore keeps track of how long it is part of
a cluster, and, if there was no subsequent information, it
drops out of the cluster.
An example of two clusters generated by our algorithm
can be seen in Figure 2. Clusters are located at intersections
with the CH being the car closest to the center. Other cars
are then assigned to their closest cluster. This ensures that
CMs on the approaching streets have a high chance of a
line-of-sight connection to the CH.

ui

ui
ug

ui

ui
ug

Figure 3: An example of the upload interval calculation with a CH
calculation interval c, four uploads ui , and two CHs.

significantly [13]. If the aggregation takes place in the
micro cloud, also computation is offloaded from the macro
cloud.
In previous work [22], we found that the transmission
from a CH to the AP is the most critical part. This is
because, if aggregation has been applied, the complete data
from a single cluster can get lost if the transmission between
a CH and the AP fails. Thus, adequate countermeasures
similar to Automatic Repeat Requests (ARQs) need to be
used.
Furthermore, we want to support a single AP handling
multiple clusters, e.g., covering multiple intersections in the
surroundings. Generally, this is covered by the proposed
clustering algorithm as it selects the appropriate roles but
we further introduce a slotting system for uploads coordinated by the AP. The goal is to avoid packet collisions with
other CHs when uploading data. Note that, this is a basic
approach to avoid the hidden terminal problem between
multiple CHs and in the future can be replaced, e.g., by
using a RTS/CTS mechanism coordinated by the AP.
Simply put, during a CH calculation interval, a CH
should wait for some time and collect data from its CMs.
Afterwards, the periodic upload process starts where each
CHs gets its own upload slot. This enables an AP to coordinate all clusters using one interval, instead of introducing
the necessity to handle multiple such processes in parallel.
More formally, we split the CH calculation interval c
into multiple general upload slots ug each having a length
of ug = c/(|ug | + 1). During the first general slot, the CHs
only collect data, while during later ones they also upload
collected data to the AP. We set the number of general
upload slots |ug | = 2, to reduce the size of a single upload
and enable potential retransmission if the first upload failed.
To reduce collisions, we divide every general upload slot
into individual upload slots ui for each cluster. Such an
individual slot has a length of ui = ug /|CH|, based on the
number of CHs coordinated by the AP. Every CHs gets
assigned a general upload slot and starts its upload at the
beginning of it.
Whenever a car receives cluster information, it first
checks if it is a CH. Afterwards, it waits for the duration
of one general upload slot and starts uploading during the
second one at the beginning of its individual upload slot.
An example can be seen in Figure 3 with a CH calculation interval c = 10 s, two uploads during that time and
two CHs. This results in the length of a general upload slot

3.3. Micro Cloud Services
The proposed clustering algorithm is the foundation for
many potential services and applications running in such a
micro cloud. In the following, we outline two fundamental
services that support such applications, namely collect
(collecting and aggregating data at the CH) and preserve
(maintaining data within the local geo-context).
3.3.1. Collect Data Service
The first service collects sensor information from the
CMs and sends it via the AP to the macro cloud. Such
sensor information can for example be FCD and can be
relevant for cars as well as for other users in the scenario.
While doing this, the micro cloud is already able to process
and aggregate data, which reduces processing in the macro
cloud and also substantially reduces the required communication resources. We build upon our earlier work on the
collection of FCD by micro clouds [23].
The collect service works as follows: Cars periodically
collect information from various on-board sensors (e.g.,
positional information, weather sensors, camera pictures
or even videos). This data is initially stored in a local
Knowledge Base (KB).
The collected data is then sent to the CH, which adds
it to its own KB. Periodically, the CH sends the content of
its current KB to the AP. Note that, the CH does not need
to keep any state information about the cluster. Therefore,
even if the CH changes frequently due to high vehicle
speeds, no handover between subsequent CHs is necessary
and no significant overhead incurs. If possible, the collected
data is preprocessed and aggregated to save bandwidth
and reduce the load on the wireless channel. Depending
on the nature of the stored data, such aggregation has
the potential to reduce the amount of transferred data
6

of |ug | ≈ 3.3 s and the length of an individual upload slot
of ui ≈ 1.66 s. Therefore, the first CH starts the upload
after 3.3 s (first individual slot), while the second one starts
at 5 s (second individual slot). Each of them uploads data
a second time during the third general upload slot.

Overhear: In the basic version of the algorithm, missing
fragments are sent via unicast. As a consequence, if multiple CMs are requesting the same data fragment, multiple
transmissions are needed. This adds load on the wireless
channel, which, in turn, could overload the channel leading
to more missing fragments. As the name indicates, overhear allows overhearing the response messages to realize a
multicast transmission. In addition, CMs aggregate multiple requests for data fragments within a time interval so
that only a single reply becomes necessary.
Conserve: In the initial version of the algorithm, the
local KB is cleaned up when a car leaves the cluster. This
cleanup in combination with a small number of CMs may
lead to more and more data fragments getting lost over
time. This is especially relevant for very low car densities.
Conserve allows cars to not clean up valid data fragments
after leaving a cluster. If the car becomes a CM of a
nearby cluster, these ‘old’ fragments are now also marked
as missing for other CMs and in turn can be requested by
other cluster members. This way, these fragments can be
either brought back to the original micro cloud by a car or
simply be overheard by members of that cluster.
Balanced Requests: A final improvement covers how
cars send requests for missing data fragments. Originally,
every car sent a single request for every data fragment it
did not yet store in its KB. This leads to an unnecessary
overhead due to messages sent from CMs. A naïve approach
would be to combine requests after reception. However,
this may lead to significant loss if the transmission is not
successful and the destination stores a significant number
of data fragments in the cluster – the destination may move
away and in the meantime no requests to other destinations
are placed. To mitigate this, we changed the approach to
send the requests in a more balanced way. Therefore, cars
aim to request the same amount of fragments from every
other CM. This change makes the process of requesting
data less error prone compared to the previous approach
while still having less overhead compared to requesting
every single fragment.

3.3.2. Preserve Data Service
The second service preserves data fragments at a certain
geo-location, similar to FC applications, i.e., within a micro
cloud. Some application examples benefiting from such
stored data fragments are local advertising [42], tourist
information sharing [42], information about free parking
spots [1], urban security [9], or emergency situations [9].
Note that, all these applications require only local data
with no inherent need to upload it to the internet or to a
macro cloud.
The general idea of the preserve service is to distribute
fragments among all CMs so that the data remains in the
cluster with a high probability even though cars are coming
and going, i.e., joining and leaving the micro cloud. Thus,
the micro cloud performs caching operations on behalf of
all CMs as well as the macro cloud, thus, the cluster can
be essentially a storage extension for the macro cloud. To
preserve data within the cluster, it has to be replicated
to other CMs. For any data fragment, we define a 100 %
replication rate, if all cars within the cluster carry a replica.
We assume that all data fragments have a unique identification. This can, for example, be done by using a hash
of the data contents (e.g., using a MD5 checksum). Furthermore, all data fragments have a time to live attached,
after which this data can be purged from the KB. All cars
amend the periodic updates to the AP with a collection
of all stored data fragment IDs. Now, the AP keeps track
if data fragments are available in a cluster (overall known
data). Furthermore, the AP monitors the fragments each
car has stored (actually known data). Periodically, the AP
calculates the missing data fragments for every car. This
information is then sent via broadcast to all cars. When
a car receives information about missing fragments, it requests these from the other cars using unicast. To reduce
the load on the channel, cars wait for a random interval
before performing this request. This is done, so that not
all cars request missing fragments at the same time. These
requests are fulfilled by sending the requested data via
unicast. When a car leaves a cluster, it updates its local
KB by removing all data fragments received from the left
cluster. Over time, data fragments are created by CMs of
the micro cloud and other fragments’ time to live expires.
The performance of the solution can be assessed by
looking at the ratio between the actually known data and
the overall known data as well as by measuring the channel
load to achieve the goal of a perfect data distribution. To
further improve the performance of the preserve service, we
developed three additional improvements, namely passive
overhearing, continued maintenance of data in neighboring
clusters as well as balanced requests for missing data.

4. Evaluation
4.1. Simulation Setup
As a simulation tool, we use Veins LTE [21], which is
based on the widespread Veins simulation framework [46].
Veins couples to the road traffic simulator SUMO1 with the
network simulator OMNeT++2 . It also provides all necessary modules for evaluating IEEE 802.11p based DSRC
communication in vehicular environments. Veins LTE further adds LTE communication to the mix, which eases the
addition of later extensions, e.g., adding cellular connections to the data center.
1 http://sumo.dlr.de
2 http://www.omnetpp.org
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For our evaluation of the geographic clustering algorithm and the two services we introduced, we used a Manhattan grid scenario as depicted in Figure 4. All metrics
were collected only for the middle junction j0 in order to
avoid border effects. All the other four intersections j1−4
were also used for clustering. Road traffic was simulated in
a much larger area around the evaluated junctions, again to
avoid border effects. We simulated all parts of the proposed
algorithm including control and data messages needed by
the clustering algorithm and the services. Note that, while
we build upon IEEE 802.11p, we do not use the ETSI ITSG5 stack. This includes the control beacons, which are not
CAM messages but, in theory, could be built upon them.
Furthermore, we used three different traffic densities
to investigate the behavior of our algorithms. For low
vehicle density, we often observe zero cars at the cluster
location (on average two cars), thus, leading to situations
in which the micro cloud cannot be established. Higher car
densities usually have a sufficiently large number of cars
in the environment to continuously establish a cluster; for
medium car density we have about four cars on average
and for a high car density we see on average nine cars with
spikes of up to 80 cars.
The most general simulation parameters are summarized in Table 1. All results presented in the following are
based on multiple repetitions for high statistical evidence,
the detailed numbers can be found in the respective tables.
Please note that, error bars represent the mean results ±
standard deviation.

Parameter
IVC technology
Channel
Transmission power
Bandwidth
Investigated area
Vehicles per cluster (low)
Vehicles per cluster (medium)
Vehicles per cluster (high)
Maximum vehicle speed

800 m × 250 m
2 (mean), 8 (max)
4 (mean), 17 (max)
9 (mean), 80 (max)
50 km/h

intersection becomes CH. For this reason, we also see the
difference in the duration of being a CH for the different
densities: For medium and high traffic densities, the chance
for finding a new CH is higher. We also see the effects of
increasing traffic when we look at cars being CMs. Cars
are longer part of a cluster in the higher density scenarios
because the slower traffic leads to jams before intersections.
4.3. Collect Service
Looking at the performance of the collect service, we
build upon results reported in some of our recent work [23].
In that paper, we discovered that the service is able to
perform well, but degrades if data gets lost on the last hop
from CH to the AP. In this paper, we are able to confirm
this based on a more realistic setup with multiple traffic
densities. Furthermore, we provide additional insights into
the performance of the collect service. All service specific
parameters are listed in Table 3.
Our main metric is the success rate of the service. Given
dg , the amount of data generated by all cars in a cluster
and dr , the data received by the AP, we define the success
rate as dr /dg . Beside the traffic density, there are two main
parameters that help better understand the performance
of the service:

We first investigate the structure of the clusters. In
Figure 5, we plot a histogram depicting how often cars take
the role of a Cluster Member or a Cluster Head for each of
the three traffic densities (all simulation specific parameters
are summarized in Table 2). As the first observation, we
can see cars being longer in their role as a CM compared
to being a CH. This is because only the car closest to the

• Aggregation factor: The aggregation factor determines how much data is aggregated by the CH before
sending it to the AP. An aggregation factor of 0.6
indicates that the sent data is 60 % of the size of all
entries inside the KB.

j1
j0

IEEE 802.11p
5.89 GHz
20 mW
10 MHz

Table 1: General Simulation Parameters.

4.2. Cluster Structure

j4

Value

• Retransmissions: In addition to the basic configuration, where data messages from CH to AP are

j2

Parameter

j3

Data size
Data TTL
Information collection interval
Cluster calculation interval
Repetitions

Figure 4: Manhattan grid scenario used for all evaluations. All metrics
were collected for the cluster on junction j0 . The other intersections
j1−4 participated in the clustering process, but were not considered
for the evaluation.

Value
1 kByte on joining
300 s
1s
5s
100 per configuration

Table 2: Cluster structure simulation parameters.
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fraction of total
fraction of total

Low density

1.0

Medium density

High density

0.5

0.0
1

2

3 4 5 6 7 8
intervals being CM

9 10

1
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3

4 5 6 7 8
intervals being CM

9

10

1
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3

4 5 6 7 8
intervals being CM

9

10

1

2

3 4 5 6 7 8
intervals being CH

9 10

1

2

3
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intervals being CH

9

10

1

2

3

4 5 6 7 8
intervals being CH

9

10

1.0

0.5

0.0

Figure 5: Histogram depicting how often cars take the role of a Cluster Member or a Cluster Head on average for the three different densities.
The 0.95 confidence intervals for the shown data are ±1 %.

sent via broadcast, we also investigate the case if
these messages are sent using unicast transmissions.
For this, we are relying on the retransmission mechanism from IEEE 802.11p, which, beside having certain
limitations in vehicular environments [32], aims to
retransmit a unicast packet up to 7 times.

factor 1. An error occurs if a wireless frame cannot be
decoded, e.g., due to an ongoing transmission or a bit
error. While there is a slight increase in errors from low
to medium traffic density, a much higher increase can be
observed from medium to high density. The transmissions
from CHs to the AP are more likely to result in failure
because of the larger packet size. With retransmissions,
the number of overall transmissions increases, which leads
to more errors. However, as we can see by returning to
Figure 6, the performance is still better due to the successful
retransmissions.

The results are plotted in Figure 6, where we show the
mean success rate for the discussed parameters together
with the standard deviation. As can be seen, the collect
service works extremely well for a low traffic density. Some
data loss can be observed when using broadcast for data
transmissions, but generally the success rate is well above
90 % for all aggregation factors. When considering medium
traffic density, the success rate is slightly lower, but still
in the range of 75–100 %. Retransmissions again improve
the performance in medium density. Finally, for a high
traffic density, we can report two core observations: (1)
retransmissions improve the performance significantly, and
(2) aggregation is an important aspect. We can see that,
even in the worst case, the scenarios with retransmissions
result in higher performance. Even in case of a high traffic
density and an aggregation factor 1, retransmissions are
still able to increase the success from roughly 40 % to 60 %.
One of the reasons for the performance degradation for
high traffic density scenarios can be seen in Figure 7. Here,
we can see the mean number of received errors with the
standard deviation for the traffic densities with aggregation
Parameter
CM to CH data
Aggregation factors
Information collection interval
Cluster calculation interval
Repetitions

4.4. Preserve Service
To evaluate the preserve service, we focus on two metrics: the fraction of known data fragments and channel
load. Before the AP calculates a new cluster configuration,
it records the number of data fragments that should be
known by at least one car in the cluster (i.e., the overall
known data fragments). This number consists of fragments
fulfilling two conditions: first, a CM has informed the
server that it has the fragment stored in its KB and, second, the Time to Live (TTL) of the data fragment has not
yet expired. In addition, the AP records the number of
fragments actually known in the cluster, i.e., the currently
known fragments. The currently known data fragments
divided by the overall known fragments gives the fraction of
known data fragments describing how successful data was
preserved inside the cluster. The second metric is the load

Value

Parameter

10 kByte every 2 s
0.2, 0.4, 0.6, 0.8, 1
1s
5s
15

Data size
Data TTL
Information collection interval
CH interval
Repetitions

Table 3: Collect service simulation parameters.

Value
1 kByte on joining
300 s
1s
5s
10 per scenario

Table 4: Preserve service simulation parameters.
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Aggregation factor
0.2

0.4

0.6

0.8

1

100%
low

50%

50%
0%
100%

Traffic density

medium

Success rate

0%
100%

high

50%
0%
true

false

true

false

true
false
Retransmissions

true

false

true

false

Figure 6: Mean success rate (and standard deviation) of the collect service with and without retransmissions for different aggregation factors
and traffic densities. The 0.95 confidence interval of the shown data is on average ±2 % with a maximum of ±3 %.

acquired again. In case of high density, cars do not receive
missing data due the high channel load.
The second row shows results of the conserve improvement where data from other clusters is not discarded, but is
actively shared. For low and medium density, this brings a
clear improvement, while it fails to provide an improvement
for the high density. This results from the high channel
load causing interference and collisions.
The third row shows the effect of the overhear improvement. The highest improvements can be observed
for medium and high traffic densities. While it does not
perform as good as the conserve improvement, the load on
the channel is lower. Especially for high traffic density, we
see a performance boost.
The fourth row shows the balance improvement where
requests are sent in a balanced manner to as many CMs
as possible. Compared to the baseline, it is more effective,
especially for the high density scenario. As we show later in
this section, this approach is more effective when combined
with other approaches.
We finally show the complete preserve service including
all improvements in the fifth row. In scenarios with low
traffic density, the mean known data fraction is close to
100 %. It happens rarely that a cluster looses all replicas
of data fragments due to an insufficient number of cluster
members. Similarly, with medium and high traffic density,
basically no data fragments get lost. This comes, however,
at a cost: a higher load on the channel, especially with high
density, leaves less channel resources for other applications.
The main factor here is the conserve improvement. To
reduce this, we show in the last row both the overhear
and the balance improvement enabled and the conserve
improvement disabled. While this improves the performance in the low and medium density scenarios, it does

Traffic density
Mean errors

low

medium

high

7000
3500
0
true

false

true
false
Retransmissions

true

false

Figure 7: Mean received erroneous frame count (and standard deviation) of the collect service for an aggregation factor of 1 and all
three traffic densities. The means and 0.95 confidence intervals of
the shown data are as follows: 330 (±20)/380 (±25) errors for low
density, 1440 (±90)/1370 (±60) errors for medium density, and 7870
(±660)/5930 (±300) errors for high density.

on the channel based on the MAC busy fraction observed
by the AP. If this load gets too high, messages cannot be
transmitted anymore and/or larger delays occur. Relevant
simulation parameters are in Table 4.
For our evaluation, we set the TTL of data fragments
to 300 s. This enables a car to deploy its data fragments
at multiple micro clouds it passes by and, in turn, enables
the macro clouds to maintain this data for a suitable time
after the original car left the scenario. Note that we used
10 route configurations for each scenario. This allows to
better avoid simulation artifacts.
The results regarding the fraction of known data are
plotted in Figure 8. To better explain the results, we also
investigate the mean channel load in Figure 9. The first
row shows the baseline performance without any of our
improvements. We can observe a relatively low amount of
known data. For low and medium densities, this is because
the cluster becomes empty or has a small number of CMs.
If this happens, the stored data gets lost and can rarely be
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Low density
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High density
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100%
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0%
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0%
100%

Overhear

50%
0%
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Balance

mean known data fraction

50%

50%

Complete
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Overhear &
Balance

0%
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50%
0%
0
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0

250
time (in s)

500

0
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Figure 8: Success of the preserve service for different traffic densities: mean (black) and the standard deviation (gray). The average 0.95
confidence intervals for the shown data are (1) for low density ±2–6 %, except for the conserve improvement, where it is ±12 % and (2) for
medium density ±1–6 %, except for the conserve improvement, where it is ±11 %, and, finally, (3) for high density ±1–6 %, except for the
conserve improvement, where it is ±9 %.
Low density

100%

Medium density

High density
Baseline

50%

Conserve

0%
100%

0%
100%

Overhear

50%
0%
100%

Balance

mean MAC busy fraction

50%

50%

Complete

0%
100%
50%

Overhear &
Balance

0%
100%
50%
0%
0

250

500

0

250
time (in s)

500

0

250

500

Figure 9: Mean channel load of the preserve service and the effect of the improvements for the traffic densities. The average 0.95 confidence
intervals for the shown data are (1) for low density ±1–5 %, except for the complete improvements, where it is ±8 % and (2) for medium
density ±2–4 %, except for the conserve improvement, where it is ±13 % and the complete improvements, where it is ±14 %, and finally (3) for
high density ±4–8 %.
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not achieve the same performance compared to the combination of all improvements. However, for the high density
scenario this leads to a low channel load (roughly 20 %)
while still maintaining a high known data fraction. The
results show the need for APs to adapt their configuration
according to the channel load. If the channel load is too
high, the conserve improvement needs to be disabled. We
envision that the similar mechanism can be also applied to
vehicular micro clouds by parked cars [24].
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5. Conclusion
In this paper, we presented an algorithmic solution to
construct vehicular micro clouds. Our algorithm exploits
existing wireless infrastructure (e.g., Wi-Fi APs or cellular base stations) to coordinate these clouds at predefined
geographic locations. These APs need only a small set
of features to calculate the clusters, while other features,
e.g., an uplink to the internet, can be useful for further
services, but are not necessary. Beside the basic clustering
algorithm, we developed two fundamental services for such
vehicular micro clouds. The first collect service allows efficient collection of sensor data from vehicles to a data center
to enable large scale analysis. The second preserve service
maintains data in the micro cloud without uploading it
to the macro cloud, which helps offloading load from the
macro cloud and the communication system. Furthermore,
we discussed multiple improvements to further enhance the
service performance. We evaluated the underlying algorithms in realistic traffic scenarios and are able to clearly
demonstrate the effectiveness of our approach including
all the enhancements described in the paper. Based on
our approach, there are multiple interesting future research
directions. As there exist numerous approaches for privacypreserving communication in vehicular networks, it could
be useful to investigate our proposed services with a focus
on privacy and security. Furthermore, the concept can be
extended to freeways. Hereby, vehicles move much faster,
which leads to a lot of new challenges for clustering and
the services.
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